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Abstract
A problem that arises in the numerical simulation of
supersonic inlets is tile lack of a suitable boundary
condition at the engine I_._cc. In this paper, a coupled
approach, in which the inlet computation is coupled
dynamically to a turb_mmchincry computation, is
proposed as a means to t)vercomc this problem. The
specific application chosen for validation of this
approach is the collapsing bump experiment performed
at the University of Cincinnati, The computed results
are found to bc in reasonable agreement with
experimental results. The coupled simulation results
could also be uscd to aid development of a simpliticd
boundary condition.
Introduction
For high speed supersonic aircraft, mixed-compression
engine inlets offer the advantages of high total pressure
recovery along with generally h)w total distortion. They
are, however, also sensitive to atmospheric and engine
generated disturbances (such as throttling) which can
cause the shock system to bc expelled from the inlet.
This event, known as an inlet unstart, is generally
unacceptable lbr commercial aircraft such as the high
speed civil transport concept.
The ability to predict the unsteady response of such
inlets to disturbances is thus useful in the design of such
inlets and the active control system used to avoid inlet
unstarts. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is seeing
increased use in this role. While stand alone unsteady
inlet simulations It can be performed with relative ease,
a major uncertainty in these simulations is the boundary
condition used at the exit of the inlet (i.e. at the engine
face). A number of boundary conditions have been
proposed 47 in the literature to mimic the presence of the
engine downstream of the inlet. Figure 1, from reference
6, indicates the importance of using the correct
boundary condition since the predicted inlet unstart
tolerance to free-stream pressure perturbations can vary
by as much as a factor of six, depending on the
boundary condition used.
C_m_pulational studies TM that go beyond simple outflow
boundary conditions for the inlet have also been
atteluptcd. Using the NPARC code, reflections from a
21) cascade were investigated by Paynter 5 and used to
Ibrmulatc a linearized boundary condition 67. One
dimensional transient stage by stage models 8 of whole
compressors have also been used to study inlet-engine
interactions. The same approach, extended to model an
entire engine, was coupled to an unsteady I D inlet code
in reference 9. A similar approach was used by Abdel-
Fattah I_ to study the effect of total temperature
disturbances on the engine compression system. A
hybrid approach which combines an axisymmetric inlet
simulation with a ID dynamic compressor model, has
also been reported by Numbers et. al. JI
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Aninterestingexperimentalstudywasconducted_2-_3to
studyacousticreflectionsfroma compressor.In this
experiment,a collapsingbumpin a constantarea
annularductgeneratesan acousticaldisturbanceof
largeamplitude.Downstreamof theductisa General
ElectricT-58engineinwhichthecombustorhasbeen
removedandreplacedbyahighpressureplenum,which
runstheturbine.Reflectionsof thepulsefromthis
enginearemonitoredbypressuretapsintheduct.
In thispaper,wefollowacode-couplingapproachto
studythe interactionof inlet disturbanceswith an
enginecompressor.The philosophyhereis that
differentcomponentsof theenginearebestsimulated
by differentspecializedCFDcodeswhicharethen
coupledtogetherusingamulti-blockapproach.Weuse
anexistinginletcode(NPARC)j4 to modeltheinlet
portionof thecomputationa daturbomachinerycode(ADPAC)I-_tosimulatethefirststagerotorofanengine
compressor.Theabovementionedcollapsingbump
experimentwasmodeled,andthecomputedresults
werecomparedwithexperimentalresults.
Description of Experiment
The experimental setup is shown schematically in
Figure. 2, from reference 13. It consists of a constant
area annular inlet duct mated with a GE T-58 engine
modified for cold operation. The inlet duct is about 71
inches long and has a screened bellmouth at the
upstream end. A small section of the constant area duct
has a flexible bump on the hub surface which collapses
rapidly to produce well defined acoustic pulses. The
length of duct upstream of the bump was chosen so that
refections of the upstream traveling pulse arrive at the
observation stations alter the time interval of interest.
In our computations, the long inlet duct with the bump
was solved using NPARC, a general purpose CFD code
capable of handling moving grids. The engine was
approximated by its first stage rotor and solved using
ADPAC, a turbomachinery code.
Inlet Simulation using NPARC
Stand alone NPARC simulations of the collapsing bump
experiment (with a suitablc boundary condition at the
engine face) have been carried out previously by Slater
et al _'. Although the flow in the inlet is axisymmetric, it
is solved here as a 3D Euler flow over a sector since the
inlet simulation is coupled with a 3D turbomachinery
simulation of an isolated rotor.
The grid lbr the inlet simulation consists of 186 x
33 x 13 points in the axial, radial and circumferential
directit ns respectively. The hub radius and the casing
radius are 2.69 and 5.082 inches respectively. The
default ADI algorithm in NPARC is used to obtain the
referen,:e steady state solution. Since the Mach number
is quite low, the second order dissipation is set to zero
in these computations. For the unsteady computations, a
Newtot_ iterative solution which uses iterations of the
steady :,tate algorithm are used. This algorithm allows
the use of larger time steps; CFL numbers of 50 are
typical.
Since tfere is some uncertainty in the dimensions of the
bump and its dynamics, the height and collapse time of
the bump were chosen to match the experimental
pressure profile of the initial downstream traveling
pulse. "/'he bump collapses in about 0.85 milliseconds
which translates to roughly 340 time steps.
Turbomachinerv Simulation using ADPAC
The first, stage rotor of the T-58 engine was gridded as a
C grid over one blade passage. A typical mid-span grid
(128 x _3 x 33) used is shown in Figure 3. For the
reference steady solution, the default Runge-Kutta
algorithm with 2 levels of multi-grid and residual
smoothing were used. The . following boundary
conditioas were used: standard inlet conditions of
constant total pressure and temperature at the upstream
inlet; no slip conditions (rotating) on the blade and hub
surfaces and no slip conditions on the casing; periodic
conditions at the azimuthal ends of the blade passage
and an exit condition where the static pressure is
specifie,J at the hub. This static pressure is not known
and is adiusted to achieve the specified mass flow in the
inlet duc_.
The engine has a variable inlet guide vane (VIGV) to
turn the flow so that the engine can be operated
efficiently at off-design conditions. The VIGV proved
to be m_jor problem as far as the computations were
concerneL An unsteady simulation of both the guide
vane and rotor is essentially a rotor - stator interaction
problem requiring considerable computational
resources. As a first attempt, we wanted to avoid such
complexiy. On the other hand, without the turning
offered be the guide vane, the rotor solution is close to
stall an, I very different from the experimental
conditioni. This problem was solved in an ad-hoc
fashion be imposing a turning angle on the flow at the
rotor ink t. If the axial velocity at the inlet is u, a
circumfetzntial component u tan(s), where s is the full
metal angle of the VIGV, is added to the velocity vector
at the interface. This procedure conserves the mass flow
across tte interlace but not the total energy. A
procedure that conserves both mass and total energy can
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bewrittendownbutrequires an iterative procedure to
find the exit state, a complication we wanted to avoid.
As an aside we remark that the guide vane and other
stages could possibly be included in the simulation by
using a mixing plane approach to transfer average flow
properties from one stage to the next.
For the unsteady simulation used during bump collapse,
the implicit unsteady algorithm described in the
ADPAC manual l_ was used. This algorithm, which uses
an inner pseudo time iteration, was chosen because the
time step restrictions of the explicit option are
prohibitively expensive. An unsteady non-reflecting
condition was also used at the exit boundary since the
reflections from the exit boundary are not representative
of the experiment.
To achieve faster execution, the ADPAC domain was
divided into multiple blocks and run in paralleI.
Remarks about Code Coupling
The basic method used to couple the two codes is very
similar to the method used to couple two blocks of a
multi-block code. In conventional finite volume codes,
a block boundary condition is generally imposed by
setting calculated values of the conservation variables at
image cells. For coupling two such codes, the procedure
used is to simply set the image cells of one code from
data obtained l¥om the interior of the other code, as
shown in Figure 4. On a theoretical level, if several
image cells are used, and data exchanged frequently
enough, this approach can couple codes with no loss of
accuracy. Even with only a single image cell, the
coupled computation can have the same accuracy as
current multi-block computations which typically also
use only a single image cell.
This simple picture begins to get complicated when we
look at coupling the two codes NPARC and ADPAC.
Some of the difficulties that arise include the following:
1) NPARC is a finite difference code while ADPAC is a
finite volume code; 2) data between blocks is
exchanged once every time step in NPARC and every
Runge-Kutta stage in ADPAC; 3) the ADPAC code
passes gradient inlbrmation between blocks to more
accurately calculate the artificial dissipation terms at
block boundaries. These were resolved as follows: (I)
an interpolation routine was used to calculate values at
the image cell locations (part of VCE, as described in
the next section); (2) the ADPAC code was modified so
that data was exchanged only every time step at coupled
boundaries; (3) this was solved by either setting the
artificial dissipation terms to zero at coupled boundaries
or recalculating them. With these approximations, the
coupled simulations cannot claim to have the same
accuracy as multi-block computations. Hence, the
accuracy of code coupling was assessed by solving
some well known test problems, one of which is
described below.
Visual Computing Environment
The actual mechanics of coupling the two codes was
accomplished through the Visual Computing
Environment (VCE) 17_ software developed by CFD
Research Corporation. This software consists of a
graphical user interface (GUI) and subroutine libraries
which provide a means to control the execution of one
or more (possibly distributed) codes and the
communication between them. Existing VCE flow
visualization and 2D plotting codes were used during
this study in addition to the VCE enhanced ADPAC and
NPARC flow solvers.
Incorporating a code into VCE typically requires some
restructuring so that control of the simulation is
perlormed via a VCE script rather than embedded in
programmed iteration loops. This generally implies
removing the top level control structure and providing
wrapper routines to the highest level subroutines. The
VCE script is then used to implement an easily
modifiable top level control which invokes the wrapper
routines.
To couple codes which potentially use different types of
grids requires some means of interpolating values from
one grid onto another. VCE supplies a library of
routines to ease this problem, handling arbitrary
combinations of finite difference, finite volume, and
unstructured grids.
To actually run a coupled simulation, the VCE GUI is
used to start the various codes and then one or more
scripts are run. The scripts typically tell VCE to
perform various tasks such as march a time step,
exchange interface data with each other, update the
viewer with the most recent solution, etc. The VCE
scripting language supports most programming
constructs, high level communications, and parallel
execution of multiple serial or parallel codes.
The name of this software has since been changed to
Multi-Disciplinary Computing Environment (MDICE).
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Results
I. Validation of Code Coupling:
A number of unsteady test problems were solved to
assess the accuracy or lack thereof of the coupling
procedure used to couple the ADPAC and NPARC
codes. One such problem is the well known double
Mach reflection problem which features fast-moving
strong shocks and contact surfaces which for our
solution move obliquely across the coupled-code
interface.
The computational domain was split horizontally with
the lower portion solved by NPARC and the upper
portion solved by ADPAC. The interface of the two
codes is at y= 0.22, which was chosen to lie near the
triple point of the solution. A detailed description of the
problem and various solutions can be found in
Woodward et al z8.
The coupled solution is shown in Figure 5. A slight
thickening of the bow shock can be observed as it
crosses the coupled interface. Other than this feature,
the solution has the same resolution as a single code
solution, with the two Mach stems and the wall jet well
resolved.
These results along with several other unsteady test
cases demonstrated that the coupled simulations were
capable of reasonably accurate results.
2. The Collapsing Bump Experiment:
The collapsing bump experiment was run with ADPAC,
NPARC, XMGR (a line plotting utility), and
CFD VIEW (a viewer) all coupled through VCE. A
snapshot of the monitor screen during a simulation is
shown in Figure 6.
A direct comparison of the computational and
experimental results is given in Figure 7, where the
change in pressure normalized by its steady state value
is plotted against time. Both sets of data were filtered to
eliminate frequencies above 2000 Hz. This was done to
eliminate engine noise and a 3000 Hz oscillation,
believed to be due to transverse mode oscillations setup
by the bump collapse. The oscillation is clearly visible
in the station I simulation results of Figure 6 beginning
at about 0.008 second, and it was in good agreement
with the amplitude and frequency of the unfiltered
experimental data v), The computed and experimental
incident waves at stations I-3 are in especially good
agreement both having the same "peak" amplitude of
about -0.038 at all three stations. The results h)r station
4 were examined in more detail as described below.
Reference 12 stated that the shape of the downstream-
traveling pulse remains essentially constant during
propagation. This fact can also be observed from the
initial pulse exhibited by each time history at stations 1,
2 and 3 in Figure 7. The initial pulse at station 4,
however, is different, both in (minimum) amplitude and
shape. This is due to the incident wave overlapping with
the wave reflected from the engine. It is the nature of
the reflected wave that is of major interest. Reference
12 outlined a procedure for calculating the "net"
reflected wave shape at any location by convecting the
incident wave to that location and subtracting this from
the totai pressure wave. The results of this calculation at
station 4 are shown in Figure 8. For comparison,
reflected waves obtained from the experimental data
and from a I-D simulation of the experiment, using the
LAPIN code with a new exit boundary condition 6 are
also shown in Figure 8.
All of tae results show the reflected wave to have the
same sign as the incident wave (i.e., an expansion wave)
but with amplitudes less than half of the incident wave.
The two simulation results are very similar, both having
a single "dip" with a pulse width nearly the same as the
incident wave, whereas the reflected wave from the
experiment has multiple "dips" and is more spread out
in time These multiple dips are probably due to
reflections from successive blade rows in the
compressor that are not represented in either simulation.
It appears that the NPARC-ADPAC (single rotor)
simulation does validate the boundary condition used
with LAPIN, which is based on a single row cascade
analysis. However, it remains to define a figure of
merit, such as unstart tolerance, to measure how well
the simulations represent the reflective qualities of the
real engiae.
All computations were performed on SGI Power
Challenge clusters. Initially NPARC and ADPAC were
both run serially, which resulted in an unacceptable
execution time of several days. Dividing the ADPAC
domain into seven nearly-equal grid blocks resulted in a
speedup _f about 4.5. Execution time per time step was
about 25 sec for ADPAC and 5 sector NPARC. A
typical rm, simulating 10.4 milliseconds, took about
5600 tim _ steps and was accomplished in roughly 32.5
hours of zlock time. By using 21 blocks in parallel tor
ADPAC -he simulation was reduced to about 12 hours.
Since the flow solvers are fairly time consuming, the
VCE overhead is very minimal lbr this case.
Concluding Remarks
Our investigation indicated that coupling inlet and
turbomac_finery CFD codes is a feasible way to study
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inlet-engineinteractionproblems.However,significant
speedupisstillrequiredforthemethodtobeusefulas
adesign/analysistool.
A multi-block coupling approach alters a quick and
easy way to couple two CFD codes together. This
coupling is flexible enough to be used for steady state
and unsteady computations. This approach also offers
the possibility of including other specialized codes (e.g.
combustor) to provide a full engine simulation.
The computational results gave reasonable agreement
with the collapsing bump experiment. The coupled
NPARC-ADPAC codes could also serve as a test bed
for exploring other flow perturbations of interest, such
as convective temperature and tangential velocity
disturbances, and for validation of simplified boundary
conditions.
Finally, the Visual Computing Environment Software
(VCE) offers a nice degree of control over coupled
simulations without adding significant overhead to the
computation time.
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Fig. 1, Mixed-compression inlet unstart tolerance to step decrease in flee-stream static pressure for various inlet-exit
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Fig. 2. Schematic of U. of Cincinnati inlet-engine acoustic pul._,e experiment and pressure sensor locations
(dimensions in cm).
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Fig. 3. Mid-span grid (128 X 33 X 33) used in the ADPAC rotor simulation.
Code t3
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Fig. 4. Basic multi-block method used to couple two finite volume codes.
I
- ADPAC
Fig. 5. Coupled NPARC-ADPAC solution fl>rdouble Mach reflection problem, CFL = 0.4. 240 X 60 grid. Thirty
density contours from 1.73 to 21.
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Fig.6.Typical view of monitor screen during inlet-engine simulation.
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